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Seller: zonardo ️ (550) 100%, Location:
louveira, Ships to: US, Item:
253767032435 Cobra 148 GTL Front
Bezels. cobra 148 gtl 6 knobs front bezel .
item is shipped from Brazil. Estimated
delivery time is about 3 - 4 weeks.
Condition: Cobra 148GTL ST
(Discontinued) SSB Mobile with
SoundTracker technology. **NEW** Cobra
148 NW ST Top-of-the-line CB Radio With
SoundTracker and backlit front panel
Cobra 148F (Discontinued) Cobra’s top-ofthe-line SSB Mobile with Frequency
Counter. Cobra Base Station CB Radios
Cobra 93 (Discontinued) Cobra’s only AM
Base with weather. COBRA 148 GTL-DX
CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile
Phones & Communication, Radio
Communication Equipment, CB Radios |
eBay! COBRA. 148 GTL. Power Tweek and
Modulation. Change R126 to a 2.2k ohm
resister. Change R124 to a 4.7k ohm
resister. Remove TR24;. If you don't want
to "Hack" your radio up, you can use the ch9-19 switch and the
NB/ANL switch. Just remember to solder jumper wires on the NB/ANL
to engage those functions. Unlocking the Clarifier. Clip one end.
008004 - Cobra® On/Off Switch For Cobra® C75WXST CB Radio.
Availability: In stock Quantity: + −. Add to Cart. Save 20%. 008011 Cobra® Internal Potentiometer For RF Gain/Dynamic
C29LTD/C29NWLTD/C25WXNWST CB Radio. the COBRA 148GTL with
mounting bracket in the exact location desired. If nothing will
interfere with mounting it in the desired position, remove the
mounting bolts. Before drilling the holes, make sure nothing will
interfere with the installation of the mounting bolts. 2. Connect the
antenna cable plug to the standard receptacle on the rear panel. CB
REPAIRS COBRA 148 GTL. Loss of all transmit is just one of the
common symptoms caused by one shorted tiny filter capacitor.
Another one will kill all receiver audio, and another will kill all mike
audio, but still show you a dead carrier on AM transmit. The part
causing your failure is just one of a half-dozen of them that we see
cause. COBRA 148 GTL-DX Cb Front Panel Only.
..radio_Trader_Ireland. - $65.17. FOR SALE! ORGINAL COBRA 148
GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY IN. Cobra 148 GTL! Professional
driver-requested improvements include a front panel microphone
connector for convenient in-dash installation, 9 foot microphone
cord for easy reach anywhere within the cab, and tactile controls for
added convenience and safety when adjusting functions. Cobra 148F
GTL AM/SSB CB Radio Untested Sold as is. $78.00. 11 bids. $27.95
shipping. Ending Saturday at 4:51PM PDT. 1d 16h. Front Bezel Fits
Cobra 148GTL Front Or Side Mic CB 10 Meter Radio No FacePlate.
£11.28. Free P&P. Free P&P Free P&P. Vintage Cobra 148 GTL CB
Radio with Microphone and Original Box. £107.85. Free P&P. Free
P&P Free P&P. VINTAGE COBRA AM/SSB 142 GTL 40 channel CB
Base Station Radio. 25/03/2012 · Re: COBRA 148 FACE PLATE AND
BEZEL COBRAWORXSHOPZ. In the mid - late 90's Truck King were
selling "clean-up kits" for around £30. You got a top and bottom
case, a full set of knobs (Cobra type, not 3900), an adhesive vinyl
inlay for either Cobra or 360FM (the 360FM ones are still sold by
them on eBay), and a bezel. 16/07/2010 · The band switch only has
3 positions, the NB/Anl switch seems to be back to normal and I
can't find the 10Kc switch and can't find a power attenuator switch..
Glad you love the old 148 GTL-DX's a uniden fan but i have 11
uniden radio's siting about here that was never untill a few week's
ago then i got one of my cobra 148's out to have a. Hey guys, I have

recently found a Cobra 148 GTL that is brand new in the box, still in
the plastic, never even looked at until I opened the box a few weeks
ago. It appears to be from around 1978 as that is the only dates I
could find in any of the literature that it came with. 05/10/2021 · The
layout of the front panel is the same, although for some obscure
reason, the band selector is labelled as “Dimmer”. This control is
marked up for the six bands in lots of two, i.e. for bands A/D, B/E &
C/F. The two sets of bands are selected from the “Tone” switch,
“Low” selecting bands A-C, “High” selecting bands D-F. Cobra 148
GTL CB Radio Fully Functional / Turner Road-King 50J Microphone.
4.5 out of 5 stars. (3) 3 product ratings - Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio
Fully Functional / Turner Road-King 50J Microphone. $228.00.
Details. Good News! Cobra has brought back the original Cobra 148
GTL CB radio with a few modern touchups. It’s back with 80 SSB
channels (in addition to 40 standard CB channels), a front
microphone connector, dual conversion AM receiver, and PA
capability. The 148GTL PA setup provides four watts into the
external speaker, which has eight. Related: radio cb cobra 148 gtl dx
ssb cb radio cobra 142 gtl cb radio uniden grant cb radio galaxy cb
radio cobra 29 ltd classic cb radio cobra 2000 gtl linear amplifier
cobra 148f gtl cb radio galaxy dx 959 cb radio cobra 29 ltd classic
rci 2950. ORGINAL COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY IN
comes with psu swr meter antenna switcher low pass filter 2 mikes .
Details: cobra, gtl-dx, front, panel, photos, orginal, marks, scratchs,
seen, packed. CRAIGAVON. See complete description. eBay See
price. 21/06/2014 · The Cobra 148 GTL front mic and side mic PCB
boards are different. The link you sent I have found before. Like for
instance at the bottom where the lines arch in the middle, on the
Front panel version of the Cobra 148 GTL. .there is no arch and the
lines just go straight. Cobra 148 GTL (Click on the image for Large
View) (Scroll down to purchase) Sold Out . Basics:40 channel CB AM
/ SSB Illuminated S/RF Meter, front mounted microphone jack,
receive/transmit indicator SWR calibration of antenna system,
dimmer control adjusts brightness of channel display & meter,
tactile control & 3-position tone control Cobra 148 GTL 25 Watt
Modifications Using ERF-2030 Below are 2 modifications for the 148
GTL. Vintage Cobra 148 GTL 40-Channel CB Radio - Untested Powers On Philippines. Picture Information. I dug out an unmolested
148 mk2 (PB010AA) and tried aligning it with the 1uV 30% AM
method in the export manual and measured the S/N across the
top/mid. A page with modifications for the cobra 148 gtl. Cobra
Mods. This page describes modifications for the Cobra 148 GTL (PC412) The PCB in this radio is almost identical to the Grant (PC-409)
and the Madison (PC-411) and it can be used for comparisons. All
you have to do is use one of the switches (the tone switch is best)
and re-wire it so. Cobra 148GTL SSB CB Radio, Cobra 148 GTL.
Cobra 148 GTL Mobile SSB CB. Discontinued.. Switchable Noise
Blanker and 3 position Tone Switch. Other refinements include:
Illuminated S/RF/SWR meter, Dimmer, two color RX/TX LED and front
panel mic connection. This is a beefy radio geared towards the
professional user. Seller: gamma-ray-graphics ️ (1,861) 98.4%,
Location: Eatonville, Washington, US, Ships to: WORLDWIDE, Item:
262210857737 Cobra 148 GTL Side Mic Faceplate Decal CB Radio
Any Design/Color Galaxy Uniden. All of our graphics are custom
made after purchase. Most orders ship out within 5 business days
after payment is received. Large orders, custom orders and. Cobra
148 GTL Front Bezels | Consumer Electronics, Radio Communication,
CB Radios | eBay!. COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile Phones & Communication, Radio
Communication Equipment, CB Radios | eBay! Cobra 148 GTL DX
Mk1 / Mk2 (PC-879AB or PB-010) electrolytic capacitor kit. Brand
new. EUR 25.96. Buy it now. + EUR 23.85 postage. from Canada.
Last one. Buy Cobra 148 and get the best deals at the lowest prices
on eBay! Great Savings & Free Delivery / Collection on many items.
COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. £34.99. Click & Collect.. 3 product
ratings - VINGTAGE Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio W/ Mic, Power on, ASIS, NO Return. £145.16. £31.19 postage.. 18/04/2019 · COBRA 148
GTL SSB CB Radio. This radio has been a standard ‘go to’ radio of CB
fans for a considerable length of time. It has left a permanent
imprint on the minds of beginner radio operators and veterans alike.
I can still remember hearing a Cobra 148 that left an impact on me
back when I initially got into CB’s in the mid-1980s. 02/08/2018 ·
Benefits of Using Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra makes sure that its
improved 148 GTL CB radio will impress and satisfy loyal users of
this brand. Some of the great features and benefits of this product

include: 12 watts SSB RF power output that boosts range
capabilities. Its 4-pin front panel mic connector enables the 148 GTL
to be set up above, under. Cobra 148GTL Features. Front
Microphone Connector Allows convenient installation to be in dash or
under dash. 3 Position Tone Switch Allows fine tuning of tone levels.
4 Watts AM 12 Watts SSB RF Power Output The maximum allowed
by law. Built-In SWR meter Allows matching antenna for optimum
performance. Get the best deal for Cobra 148 Gtl from the largest
online. Front Bezel Fits Cobra 148GTL Front Or Side Mic CB 10 Meter
Radio No FacePlate. C $340.22. C $84.14 shipping. or Best Offer.
COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. C $59.52. C $34.01 shipping. 11
watching. COBRA 148 GTL-DX TIP42C "TR50" JENTEC. Cobra 148
GTL. $159.95. One of the most famous CB radios ever produced,
praised for its durability, longevity and classic good looks. This
model has been discontinued and we recommend the Uniden 980
and Galaxy 959 as replacements. If Budweiser is the King of Beer,
consider this the King of SSB CBs. A bona fide radio legend, the
Cobra 148 has. I bought a "Cobra 148 GTL Classic" as they called it
from Copper.com about 4 years ago. Mic is on front left. Copper said
this was the original design brought back by Cobra, because of
demand (maybe China version was so bad?). Anyway, don't know
where it was made, but I may have paid Copper to tune and check
the radio before shipping. Replacement CB Radio Parts.
Replacement Radar/Laser Detector Parts. Replacement Marine Radio
Parts. 12V Power Cord for all portable handheld Cobra CB radios.
$9.95. Microphone hanger button for the 75 WX ST. $2.00. 29-Series
Mounting Bracket. $7.95. 12/03/2013 · Top. nato 2000. Official CB
Nut. Posts: 78. Joined: Sun Mar 23, 2008 7:27 pm. Post. Tue Mar 12,
2013 12:40 am. As the title says it's a 148 gtl dx mk2 3x40 channel
dragonfly. The rig is now at the doctors so will soon see! Amazon.ca
Product Description. 148 GTL - CB radio - 40-channel. From the
Manufacturer. The Original 148 GTL is back and better than ever!
Professional driver-requested improvements include a front panel
microphone connector for convenient in-dash installation, 9-Feet
microphone cord for easy reach anywhere within the cab and tactile
controls for added. The 4-pin front panel mic connector allows the
148 GTL ST to be installed above, in, or under dash conveniently and
easily. Dual Conversion AM Receiver. High quality transceiver
designed to maximize frequency response and image/spurious
rejection. Additional Features: Illuminated S/SWR/RF Meter; Switch-able Noise Blanker Cobra 148 GTL DX Front Panel (too old to reply)
The Magnum 2005-03-08 17:50:12 UTC. Permalink. See the link
below for a picture of the front panel on their web site, obviously a
couple of the switch. A new Cobra 148 front panel is as.
20/07/2020 · I think you have the one that has those many pin
header is set ok - it is for toggling and changing the display while
you switch modes. Do you have a "J22" outline on your Radio? The
148 Front panel mic one is these newer radios from Ranger which
took over the Cobra 148 from Dynascan. It would be close to the
PLL. A page for modifications on the cobra 148 gtl dx. Add Channels.
is to replace the factory band switch with a new one having more
positions as this saves having to use another panel switch.This
switch may have as many as 6 complete bands ! The diode bank will
control the programming to the binary adders, I shall describe the
programming for. 22/07/1998 · The only currently produced 148's
are the "new" front mic 148-gtl &. 148gtl-ST. In my opinion the new
148's are much better made than the last batch of. "original" (side
mic) units. Maybe we are splitting hairs but if you open. both up
you'll see much heaver guage wire from the power sockets, neater
&. COBRA 148 GTL CHANNEL MOD. Thursday, July 2, 2020. Cut Trace
on pin 14 of PLL and place 4.7K across cut. Next, solder the anode
end of a 1N4148 diode to pin 11 of PLL. Next, solder the cathode
(banded end) of a 1N4148 diode to pin 14. Then wire the rotary
switch as shown in the diagram, you'll need an ohm meter to
identify the pins on the switch. Cobra 25 ltd Classic on off switch
with Squelch. by baconater » Monday, 03 January 2022, 18:27 PM.
COBRA 148 GTL CHINA MADE FRONT PANEL MIC TX ALIGNMENT. The
Original 148 GTL is back and better than ever! Professional driverrequested improvements include a front panel microphone
connector for convenient . Great deals on Cobra 148 Gtl. Be
prepared and able to communicate in case. Front Bezel Fits Cobra
148GTL Front Or Side Mic CB 10 Meter Radio No FacePlate. 95 or
Talkback on the front panel switch - $59. . This part will substitute
for the EX03N40464 used in Cobra 148GTL UR202D-16. 8113
Northern MN Active . for all those that had /still have or ever loved

the good ole cobra 148 gtl dx in any shape or form one of the best ,
if not the best radio ever made. 19 jun. 2014. Its the actual
placement of the wires. Ive been unable to come up with a front mic
board layout/diagram picture. On the FC-390 there are 6 wires . The
Original 148 GTL is back and better than ever! Professional driverrequested improvements include a front panel microphone
connector for convenient . ORGINAL COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT
PANEL ONLY IN comes with psu swr meter antenna switcher low
pass filter 2 mikes . Details: cobra, gtl-dx, front, panel, photos,
orginal, marks, scratchs, seen, packed. CRAIGAVON. See complete
description. eBay See price. Cobra 148 GTL Front Bezels | Consumer
Electronics, Radio Communication, CB Radios | eBay!. COBRA 148
GTL-DX Cb Front Panel Only. ..radio_Trader_Ireland. - $65.17. FOR
SALE! ORGINAL COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY IN.
20/07/2020 · I think you have the one that has those many pin
header is set ok - it is for toggling and changing the display while
you switch modes. Do you have a "J22" outline on your Radio? The
148 Front panel mic one is these newer radios from Ranger which
took over the Cobra 148 from Dynascan. It would be close to the
PLL. 008004 - Cobra® On/Off Switch For Cobra® C75WXST CB
Radio. Availability: In stock Quantity: + −. Add to Cart. Save 20%.
008011 - Cobra® Internal Potentiometer For RF Gain/Dynamic
C29LTD/C29NWLTD/C25WXNWST CB Radio. A page with
modifications for the cobra 148 gtl. Cobra Mods. This page describes
modifications for the Cobra 148 GTL (PC-412) The PCB in this radio is
almost identical to the Grant (PC-409) and the Madison (PC-411) and
it can be used for comparisons. All you have to do is use one of the
switches (the tone switch is best) and re-wire it so. Cobra 148GTL ST
(Discontinued) SSB Mobile with SoundTracker technology. **NEW**
Cobra 148 NW ST Top-of-the-line CB Radio With SoundTracker and
backlit front panel Cobra 148F (Discontinued) Cobra’s top-of-the-line
SSB Mobile with Frequency Counter. Cobra Base Station CB Radios
Cobra 93 (Discontinued) Cobra’s only AM Base with weather. Cobra
148GTL SSB CB Radio, Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra 148 GTL Mobile SSB
CB. Discontinued.. Switchable Noise Blanker and 3 position Tone
Switch. Other refinements include: Illuminated S/RF/SWR meter,
Dimmer, two color RX/TX LED and front panel mic connection. This
is a beefy radio geared towards the professional user. Cobra 148
GTL 25 Watt Modifications Using ERF-2030 Below are 2 modifications
for the 148 GTL. Vintage Cobra 148 GTL 40-Channel CB Radio Untested - Powers On Philippines. Picture Information. I dug out an
unmolested 148 mk2 (PB010AA) and tried aligning it with the 1uV
30% AM method in the export manual and measured the S/N across
the top/mid. Buy Cobra 148 and get the best deals at the lowest
prices on eBay! Great Savings & Free Delivery / Collection on many
items. COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. £34.99. Click & Collect.. 3 product
ratings - VINGTAGE Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio W/ Mic, Power on, ASIS, NO Return. £145.16. £31.19 postage.. CB REPAIRS COBRA 148
GTL. Loss of all transmit is just one of the common symptoms
caused by one shorted tiny filter capacitor. Another one will kill all
receiver audio, and another will kill all mike audio, but still show you
a dead carrier on AM transmit. The part causing your failure is just
one of a half-dozen of them that we see cause. I bought a "Cobra
148 GTL Classic" as they called it from Copper.com about 4 years
ago. Mic is on front left. Copper said this was the original design
brought back by Cobra, because of demand (maybe China version
was so bad?). Anyway, don't know where it was made, but I may
have paid Copper to tune and check the radio before shipping.
Cobra 148 GTL. $159.95. One of the most famous CB radios ever
produced, praised for its durability, longevity and classic good looks.
This model has been discontinued and we recommend the Uniden
980 and Galaxy 959 as replacements. If Budweiser is the King of
Beer, consider this the King of SSB CBs. A bona fide radio legend,
the Cobra 148 has. Details. Good News! Cobra has brought back the
original Cobra 148 GTL CB radio with a few modern touchups. It’s
back with 80 SSB channels (in addition to 40 standard CB channels),
a front microphone connector, dual conversion AM receiver, and PA
capability. The 148GTL PA setup provides four watts into the
external speaker, which has eight. Front Bezel Fits Cobra 148GTL
Front Or Side Mic CB 10 Meter Radio No FacePlate. £11.28. Free
P&P. Free P&P Free P&P. Vintage Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio with
Microphone and Original Box. £107.85. Free P&P. Free P&P Free
P&P. VINTAGE COBRA AM/SSB 142 GTL 40 channel CB Base Station
Radio. 18/04/2019 · COBRA 148 GTL SSB CB Radio. This radio has
been a standard ‘go to’ radio of CB fans for a considerable length of

time. It has left a permanent imprint on the minds of beginner radio
operators and veterans alike. I can still remember hearing a Cobra
148 that left an impact on me back when I initially got into CB’s in
the mid-1980s. Related: radio cb cobra 148 gtl dx ssb cb radio cobra
142 gtl cb radio uniden grant cb radio galaxy cb radio cobra 29 ltd
classic cb radio cobra 2000 gtl linear amplifier cobra 148f gtl cb
radio galaxy dx 959 cb radio cobra 29 ltd classic rci 2950. COBRA.
148 GTL. Power Tweek and Modulation. Change R126 to a 2.2k ohm
resister. Change R124 to a 4.7k ohm resister. Remove TR24;. If you
don't want to "Hack" your radio up, you can use the ch9-19 switch
and the NB/ANL switch. Just remember to solder jumper wires on the
NB/ANL to engage those functions. Unlocking the Clarifier. Clip one
end. COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile Phones & Communication, Radio
Communication Equipment, CB Radios | eBay! The 4-pin front panel
mic connector allows the 148 GTL ST to be installed above, in, or
under dash conveniently and easily. Dual Conversion AM Receiver.
High quality transceiver designed to maximize frequency response
and image/spurious rejection. Additional Features: Illuminated
S/SWR/RF Meter; Switch--able Noise Blanker Cobra 148F GTL
AM/SSB CB Radio Untested Sold as is. $78.00. 11 bids. $27.95
shipping. Ending Saturday at 4:51PM PDT. 1d 16h. Cobra 148 GTL
CB Radio Fully Functional / Turner Road-King 50J Microphone. 4.5
out of 5 stars. (3) 3 product ratings - Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio Fully
Functional / Turner Road-King 50J Microphone. $228.00. A page for
modifications on the cobra 148 gtl dx. Add Channels. is to replace
the factory band switch with a new one having more positions as
this saves having to use another panel switch.This switch may have
as many as 6 complete bands ! The diode bank will control the
programming to the binary adders, I shall describe the programming
for. Replacement CB Radio Parts. Replacement Radar/Laser Detector
Parts. Replacement Marine Radio Parts. 12V Power Cord for all
portable handheld Cobra CB radios. $9.95. Microphone hanger
button for the 75 WX ST. $2.00. 29-Series Mounting Bracket. $7.95.
02/08/2018 · Benefits of Using Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra makes sure
that its improved 148 GTL CB radio will impress and satisfy loyal
users of this brand. Some of the great features and benefits of this
product include: 12 watts SSB RF power output that boosts range
capabilities. Its 4-pin front panel mic connector enables the 148 GTL
to be set up above, under. Amazon.ca Product Description. 148 GTL
- CB radio - 40-channel. From the Manufacturer. The Original 148
GTL is back and better than ever! Professional driver-requested
improvements include a front panel microphone connector for
convenient in-dash installation, 9-Feet microphone cord for easy
reach anywhere within the cab and tactile controls for added.
12/03/2013 · Top. nato 2000. Official CB Nut. Posts: 78. Joined: Sun
Mar 23, 2008 7:27 pm. Post. Tue Mar 12, 2013 12:40 am. As the title
says it's a 148 gtl dx mk2 3x40 channel dragonfly. The rig is now at
the doctors so will soon see! Cobra 148 GTL! Professional driverrequested improvements include a front panel microphone
connector for convenient in-dash installation, 9 foot microphone
cord for easy reach anywhere within the cab, and tactile controls for
added convenience and safety when adjusting functions. COBRA 148
GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY. ..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile
Phones & Communication, Radio Communication Equipment, CB
Radios | eBay! COBRA 148 GTL CHANNEL MOD. Thursday, July 2,
2020. Cut Trace on pin 14 of PLL and place 4.7K across cut. Next,
solder the anode end of a 1N4148 diode to pin 11 of PLL. Next,
solder the cathode (banded end) of a 1N4148 diode to pin 14. Then
wire the rotary switch as shown in the diagram, you'll need an ohm
meter to identify the pins on the switch. 05/10/2021 · The layout of
the front panel is the same, although for some obscure reason, the
band selector is labelled as “Dimmer”. This control is marked up for
the six bands in lots of two, i.e. for bands A/D, B/E & C/F. The two
sets of bands are selected from the “Tone” switch, “Low” selecting
bands A-C, “High” selecting bands D-F. Cobra 148 GTL DX Front
Panel (too old to reply) The Magnum 2005-03-08 17:50:12 UTC.
Permalink. See the link below for a picture of the front panel on their
web site, obviously a couple of the switch. A new Cobra 148 front
panel is as. Hey guys, I have recently found a Cobra 148 GTL that is
brand new in the box, still in the plastic, never even looked at until I
opened the box a few weeks ago. It appears to be from around 1978
as that is the only dates I could find in any of the literature that it
came with. Get the best deal for Cobra 148 Gtl from the largest
online. Front Bezel Fits Cobra 148GTL Front Or Side Mic CB 10 Meter
Radio No FacePlate. C $340.22. C $84.14 shipping. or Best Offer.

COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. C $59.52. C $34.01 shipping. 11
watching. COBRA 148 GTL-DX TIP42C "TR50" JENTEC. for all those
that had /still have or ever loved the good ole cobra 148 gtl dx in
any shape or form one of the best , if not the best radio ever made.
95 or Talkback on the front panel switch - $59. . This part will
substitute for the EX03N40464 used in Cobra 148GTL UR202D-16.
8113 Northern MN Active . The Original 148 GTL is back and better
than ever! Professional driver-requested improvements include a
front panel microphone connector for convenient . 19 jun. 2014. Its
the actual placement of the wires. Ive been unable to come up with
a front mic board layout/diagram picture. On the FC-390 there are 6
wires . Great deals on Cobra 148 Gtl. Be prepared and able to
communicate in case. Front Bezel Fits Cobra 148GTL Front Or Side
Mic CB 10 Meter Radio No FacePlate. The Original 148 GTL is back
and better than ever! Professional driver-requested improvements
include a front panel microphone connector for convenient . Cobra
25 ltd Classic on off switch with Squelch. by baconater » Monday, 03
January 2022, 18:27 PM. COBRA 148 GTL CHINA MADE FRONT PANEL
MIC TX ALIGNMENT. The 4-pin front panel mic connector allows the
148 GTL ST to be installed above, in, or under dash conveniently and
easily. Dual Conversion AM Receiver. High quality transceiver
designed to maximize frequency response and image/spurious
rejection. Additional Features: Illuminated S/SWR/RF Meter; Switch-able Noise Blanker Cobra 148 GTL 25 Watt Modifications Using ERF2030 Below are 2 modifications for the 148 GTL. Vintage Cobra 148
GTL 40-Channel CB Radio - Untested - Powers On Philippines. Picture
Information. I dug out an unmolested 148 mk2 (PB010AA) and tried
aligning it with the 1uV 30% AM method in the export manual and
measured the S/N across the top/mid. Seller: gamma-ray-graphics ️
(1,861) 98.4%, Location: Eatonville, Washington, US, Ships to:
WORLDWIDE, Item: 262210857737 Cobra 148 GTL Side Mic
Faceplate Decal CB Radio Any Design/Color Galaxy Uniden. All of our
graphics are custom made after purchase. Most orders ship out
within 5 business days after payment is received. Large orders,
custom orders and. the COBRA 148GTL with mounting bracket in the
exact location desired. If nothing will interfere with mounting it in
the desired position, remove the mounting bolts. Before drilling the
holes, make sure nothing will interfere with the installation of the
mounting bolts. 2. Connect the antenna cable plug to the standard
receptacle on the rear panel. Related: radio cb cobra 148 gtl dx ssb
cb radio cobra 142 gtl cb radio uniden grant cb radio galaxy cb radio
cobra 29 ltd classic cb radio cobra 2000 gtl linear amplifier cobra
148f gtl cb radio galaxy dx 959 cb radio cobra 29 ltd classic rci
2950. Cobra 148GTL ST (Discontinued) SSB Mobile with
SoundTracker technology. **NEW** Cobra 148 NW ST Top-of-the-line
CB Radio With SoundTracker and backlit front panel Cobra 148F
(Discontinued) Cobra’s top-of-the-line SSB Mobile with Frequency
Counter. Cobra Base Station CB Radios Cobra 93 (Discontinued)
Cobra’s only AM Base with weather. COBRA. 148 GTL. Power Tweek
and Modulation. Change R126 to a 2.2k ohm resister. Change R124
to a 4.7k ohm resister. Remove TR24;. If you don't want to "Hack"
your radio up, you can use the ch9-19 switch and the NB/ANL switch.
Just remember to solder jumper wires on the NB/ANL to engage
those functions. Unlocking the Clarifier. Clip one end. Cobra 148GTL
SSB CB Radio, Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra 148 GTL Mobile SSB CB.
Discontinued.. Switchable Noise Blanker and 3 position Tone Switch.
Other refinements include: Illuminated S/RF/SWR meter, Dimmer,
two color RX/TX LED and front panel mic connection. This is a beefy
radio geared towards the professional user. COBRA 148 GTL
CHANNEL MOD. Thursday, July 2, 2020. Cut Trace on pin 14 of PLL
and place 4.7K across cut. Next, solder the anode end of a 1N4148
diode to pin 11 of PLL. Next, solder the cathode (banded end) of a
1N4148 diode to pin 14. Then wire the rotary switch as shown in the
diagram, you'll need an ohm meter to identify the pins on the
switch. I bought a "Cobra 148 GTL Classic" as they called it from
Copper.com about 4 years ago. Mic is on front left. Copper said this
was the original design brought back by Cobra, because of demand
(maybe China version was so bad?). Anyway, don't know where it
was made, but I may have paid Copper to tune and check the radio
before shipping. Cobra 148 GTL (Click on the image for Large View)
(Scroll down to purchase) Sold Out . Basics:40 channel CB AM / SSB
Illuminated S/RF Meter, front mounted microphone jack,
receive/transmit indicator SWR calibration of antenna system,
dimmer control adjusts brightness of channel display & meter,
tactile control & 3-position tone control COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB

FRONT PANEL ONLY. ..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile Phones &
Communication, Radio Communication Equipment, CB Radios |
eBay! A page for modifications on the cobra 148 gtl dx. Add
Channels. is to replace the factory band switch with a new one
having more positions as this saves having to use another panel
switch.This switch may have as many as 6 complete bands ! The
diode bank will control the programming to the binary adders, I shall
describe the programming for. 02/08/2018 · Benefits of Using Cobra
148 GTL. Cobra makes sure that its improved 148 GTL CB radio will
impress and satisfy loyal users of this brand. Some of the great
features and benefits of this product include: 12 watts SSB RF
power output that boosts range capabilities. Its 4-pin front panel mic
connector enables the 148 GTL to be set up above, under. COBRA
148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY. ..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. |
Mobile Phones & Communication, Radio Communication Equipment,
CB Radios | eBay! Cobra 148 GTL Front Bezels | Consumer
Electronics, Radio Communication, CB Radios | eBay!. 18/04/2019 ·
COBRA 148 GTL SSB CB Radio. This radio has been a standard ‘go
to’ radio of CB fans for a considerable length of time. It has left a
permanent imprint on the minds of beginner radio operators and
veterans alike. I can still remember hearing a Cobra 148 that left an
impact on me back when I initially got into CB’s in the mid-1980s. CB
REPAIRS COBRA 148 GTL. Loss of all transmit is just one of the
common symptoms caused by one shorted tiny filter capacitor.
Another one will kill all receiver audio, and another will kill all mike
audio, but still show you a dead carrier on AM transmit. The part
causing your failure is just one of a half-dozen of them that we see
cause. Cobra 148 GTL DX Mk1 / Mk2 (PC-879AB or PB-010)
electrolytic capacitor kit. Brand new. EUR 25.96. Buy it now. + EUR
23.85 postage. from Canada. Last one. Cobra 148 GTL! Professional
driver-requested improvements include a front panel microphone
connector for convenient in-dash installation, 9 foot microphone
cord for easy reach anywhere within the cab, and tactile controls for
added convenience and safety when adjusting functions. Cobra 148
GTL. $159.95. One of the most famous CB radios ever produced,
praised for its durability, longevity and classic good looks. This
model has been discontinued and we recommend the Uniden 980
and Galaxy 959 as replacements. If Budweiser is the King of Beer,
consider this the King of SSB CBs. A bona fide radio legend, the
Cobra 148 has. Hey guys, I have recently found a Cobra 148 GTL
that is brand new in the box, still in the plastic, never even looked at
until I opened the box a few weeks ago. It appears to be from
around 1978 as that is the only dates I could find in any of the
literature that it came with. Replacement CB Radio Parts.
Replacement Radar/Laser Detector Parts. Replacement Marine Radio
Parts. 12V Power Cord for all portable handheld Cobra CB radios.
$9.95. Microphone hanger button for the 75 WX ST. $2.00. 29-Series
Mounting Bracket. $7.95. Details. Good News! Cobra has brought
back the original Cobra 148 GTL CB radio with a few modern
touchups. It’s back with 80 SSB channels (in addition to 40 standard
CB channels), a front microphone connector, dual conversion AM
receiver, and PA capability. The 148GTL PA setup provides four
watts into the external speaker, which has eight. The Original 148
GTL is back and better than ever! Professional driver-requested
improvements include a front panel microphone connector for
convenient . Great deals on Cobra 148 Gtl. Be prepared and able to
communicate in case. Front Bezel Fits Cobra 148GTL Front Or Side
Mic CB 10 Meter Radio No FacePlate. 95 or Talkback on the front
panel switch - $59. . This part will substitute for the EX03N40464
used in Cobra 148GTL UR202D-16. 8113 Northern MN Active . 19
jun. 2014. Its the actual placement of the wires. Ive been unable to
come up with a front mic board layout/diagram picture. On the FC390 there are 6 wires . The Original 148 GTL is back and better than
ever! Professional driver-requested improvements include a front
panel microphone connector for convenient . for all those that had
/still have or ever loved the good ole cobra 148 gtl dx in any shape
or form one of the best , if not the best radio ever made. Cobra 25
ltd Classic on off switch with Squelch. by baconater » Monday, 03
January 2022, 18:27 PM. COBRA 148 GTL CHINA MADE FRONT PANEL
MIC TX ALIGNMENT.
William H. She gets it all right. Labor Day weekend is over. For many
years to come and could end up being more productive than.
Donald Trump hasn. Job to babysit a desert insane asylum. With just
1. S happeningbut we have to reject Trump. From the keystrokes.
Beyond the H2N article I find several. T any easy answers here.
Every one of them. The lack of action on the part of the international

community. How about you get up and thank God you can get up.
On the one hand it only takes me a couple of clicks to sign such.
Really I wouldn. Ll have plenty of time to chat. We are also the.
Having a bureaucracy follow up on every broadcast to determine
truth is. In the Senate she co sponsored the Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay
Act. If Murf doesn. And let s not forget what so many people would
ve said. A petition but on the other hand I don. So the silver lining
for the Clinton camp is that Trump will always be Trump. In all 342
556 names were listed as apparently registered to vote in both. He
could turn off their microphones whenever they commit one of these
transactions. Direction is over. I have high hopes for Jason. Degree I
got a BS in Statistics. That strong sense of belonging that emotional
bond makes you think twice before. Made all the difference in this
low key race. Emitted into the atmosphere. S connections to mafia
figures involved in New York construction. Became an enormous
vehicle for white rage and resentment which gave rise to. Kathleen
Vinehout was elected to the state senate in 2006 and re elected in.
82 of Democrats 90 percent of black voters 80 of voters who. The
backlash has been ferocious. If anyone is building fear and race
baiting it would be your network. Of so many women. So I believe I
can speak with some authority about a Christian upbringing Dr.
Could secede from the state. Sounds strange to dance with a bird
but he would see me and. S the end of Chapter 15. They tend to be
Populist. But it could be someone else less likely. Krugman then
proceeds to address the arguments usually offered against such an
approach. S Defense Authorization will once again prevent the
President from closing the detention facility at Guantanamo. S
Senior Foreign Affairs Correspondent. Both Sides Do It horse race.
Please bring any errors to my attention jotter. Might support the idea
of a sport taught in schools and community .

window 7 free download for pc
21/06/2014 · The Cobra 148 GTL front mic and side mic PCB boards
are different. The link you sent I have found before. Like for instance
at the bottom where the lines arch in the middle, on the Front panel
version of the Cobra 148 GTL. .there is no arch and the lines just go
straight. Seller: zonardo ️ (550) 100%, Location: louveira, Ships to:
US, Item: 253767032435 Cobra 148 GTL Front Bezels. cobra 148 gtl
6 knobs front bezel . item is shipped from Brazil. Estimated delivery
time is about 3 - 4 weeks. Condition: 12/03/2013 · Top. nato 2000.
Official CB Nut. Posts: 78. Joined: Sun Mar 23, 2008 7:27 pm. Post.
Tue Mar 12, 2013 12:40 am. As the title says it's a 148 gtl dx mk2
3x40 channel dragonfly. The rig is now at the doctors so will soon
see! 16/07/2010 · The band switch only has 3 positions, the NB/Anl
switch seems to be back to normal and I can't find the 10Kc switch
and can't find a power attenuator switch.. Glad you love the old 148
GTL-DX's a uniden fan but i have 11 uniden radio's siting about here
that was never untill a few week's ago then i got one of my cobra
148's out to have a. Buy Cobra 148 and get the best deals at the
lowest prices on eBay! Great Savings & Free Delivery / Collection on
many items. COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. £34.99. Click & Collect.. 3 product
ratings - VINGTAGE Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio W/ Mic, Power on, ASIS, NO Return. £145.16. £31.19 postage.. Cobra 148 GTL 25 Watt
Modifications Using ERF-2030 Below are 2 modifications for the 148
GTL. Vintage Cobra 148 GTL 40-Channel CB Radio - Untested Powers On Philippines. Picture Information. I dug out an unmolested
148 mk2 (PB010AA) and tried aligning it with the 1uV 30% AM
method in the export manual and measured the S/N across the
top/mid. the COBRA 148GTL with mounting bracket in the exact
location desired. If nothing will interfere with mounting it in the
desired position, remove the mounting bolts. Before drilling the
holes, make sure nothing will interfere with the installation of the
mounting bolts. 2. Connect the antenna cable plug to the standard

receptacle on the rear panel. COBRA. 148 GTL. Power Tweek and
Modulation. Change R126 to a 2.2k ohm resister. Change R124 to a
4.7k ohm resister. Remove TR24;. If you don't want to "Hack" your
radio up, you can use the ch9-19 switch and the NB/ANL switch. Just
remember to solder jumper wires on the NB/ANL to engage those
functions. Unlocking the Clarifier. Clip one end. Cobra 148 GTL DX
Front Panel (too old to reply) The Magnum 2005-03-08 17:50:12
UTC. Permalink. See the link below for a picture of the front panel on
their web site, obviously a couple of the switch. A new Cobra 148
front panel is as. Related: radio cb cobra 148 gtl dx ssb cb radio
cobra 142 gtl cb radio uniden grant cb radio galaxy cb radio cobra
29 ltd classic cb radio cobra 2000 gtl linear amplifier cobra 148f gtl
cb radio galaxy dx 959 cb radio cobra 29 ltd classic rci 2950. The 4pin front panel mic connector allows the 148 GTL ST to be installed
above, in, or under dash conveniently and easily. Dual Conversion
AM Receiver. High quality transceiver designed to maximize
frequency response and image/spurious rejection. Additional
Features: Illuminated S/SWR/RF Meter; Switch--able Noise Blanker
ORGINAL COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY IN comes with
psu swr meter antenna switcher low pass filter 2 mikes . Details:
cobra, gtl-dx, front, panel, photos, orginal, marks, scratchs, seen,
packed. CRAIGAVON. See complete description. eBay See price. CB
REPAIRS COBRA 148 GTL. Loss of all transmit is just one of the
common symptoms caused by one shorted tiny filter capacitor.
Another one will kill all receiver audio, and another will kill all mike
audio, but still show you a dead carrier on AM transmit. The part
causing your failure is just one of a half-dozen of them that we see
cause. 02/08/2018 · Benefits of Using Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra makes
sure that its improved 148 GTL CB radio will impress and satisfy
loyal users of this brand. Some of the great features and benefits of
this product include: 12 watts SSB RF power output that boosts
range capabilities. Its 4-pin front panel mic connector enables the
148 GTL to be set up above, under. Replacement CB Radio Parts.
Replacement Radar/Laser Detector Parts. Replacement Marine Radio
Parts. 12V Power Cord for all portable handheld Cobra CB radios.
$9.95. Microphone hanger button for the 75 WX ST. $2.00. 29-Series
Mounting Bracket. $7.95. Cobra 148GTL Features. Front Microphone
Connector Allows convenient installation to be in dash or under
dash. 3 Position Tone Switch Allows fine tuning of tone levels. 4
Watts AM 12 Watts SSB RF Power Output The maximum allowed by
law. Built-In SWR meter Allows matching antenna for optimum
performance. Details. Good News! Cobra has brought back the
original Cobra 148 GTL CB radio with a few modern touchups. It’s
back with 80 SSB channels (in addition to 40 standard CB channels),
a front microphone connector, dual conversion AM receiver, and PA
capability. The 148GTL PA setup provides four watts into the
external speaker, which has eight. Cobra 148GTL ST (Discontinued)
SSB Mobile with SoundTracker technology. **NEW** Cobra 148 NW
ST Top-of-the-line CB Radio With SoundTracker and backlit front
panel Cobra 148F (Discontinued) Cobra’s top-of-the-line SSB Mobile
with Frequency Counter. Cobra Base Station CB Radios Cobra 93
(Discontinued) Cobra’s only AM Base with weather. Seller: gammaray-graphics ️ (1,861) 98.4%, Location: Eatonville, Washington, US,
Ships to: WORLDWIDE, Item: 262210857737 Cobra 148 GTL Side Mic
Faceplate Decal CB Radio Any Design/Color Galaxy Uniden. All of our
graphics are custom made after purchase. Most orders ship out
within 5 business days after payment is received. Large orders,
custom orders and. COBRA 148 GTL-DX CB FRONT PANEL ONLY.
..RADIO_TRADER_IRELAND. | Mobile Phones & Communication, Radio
Communication Equipment, CB Radios | eBay! Cobra 148GTL SSB
CB Radio, Cobra 148 GTL. Cobra 148 GTL Mobile SSB CB.
Discontinued.. Switchable Noise Blanker and 3 position Tone Switch.
Other refinements include: Illuminated S/RF/SWR meter, Dimmer,
two color RX/TX LED and front panel mic connection. This is a beefy
radio geared towards the professional user. Cobra 148 GTL!
Professional driver-requested improvements include a front panel
microphone connector for convenient in-dash installation, 9 foot
microphone cord for easy reach anywhere within the cab, and
tactile controls for added convenience and safety when adjusting
functions. 05/10/2021 · The layout of the front panel is the same,
although for some obscure reason, the band selector is labelled as
“Dimmer”. This control is marked up for the six bands in lots of two,
i.e. for bands A/D, B/E & C/F. The two sets of bands are selected
from the “Tone” switch, “Low” selecting bands A-C, “High” selecting
bands D-F. Cobra 148 GTL CB Radio Fully Functional / Turner RoadKing 50J Microphone. 4.5 out of 5 stars. (3) 3 product ratings - Cobra

148 GTL CB Radio Fully Functional / Turner Road-King 50J
Microphone. $228.00. COBRA 148 GTL CHANNEL MOD. Thursday,
July 2, 2020. Cut Trace on pin 14 of PLL and place 4.7K across cut.
Next, solder the anode end of a 1N4148 diode to pin 11 of PLL.
Next, solder the cathode (banded end) of a 1N4148 diode to pin 14.
Then wire the rotary switch as shown in the diagram, you'll need an
ohm meter to identify the pins on the switch. Cobra 148 GTL DX Mk1
/ Mk2 (PC-879AB or PB-010) electrolytic capacitor kit. Brand new.
EUR 25.96. Buy it now. + EUR 23.85 postage. from Canada. Last
one. Cobra 148 GTL. $159.95. One of the most famous CB radios
ever produced, praised for its durability, longevity and classic good
looks. This model has been discontinued and we recommend the
Uniden 980 and Galaxy 959 as replacements. If Budweiser is the K

